Abstract-Immersive virtual reality (VR) applications are known to require ultra-high data rate and low-latency for smooth operation. In this paper, we propose a proactive deep-learning aided joint scheduling and content quality adaptation scheme for multi-user VR field of view (FoV) wireless video streaming. Using a real VR head-tracking dataset, a deep recurrent neural network (DRNN) based on gated recurrent units (GRUs) is leveraged to obtain users' upcoming tiled FoV predictions. Subsequently, to exploit a physical layer FoV-centric millimeter wave (mmWave) multicast transmission, users are hierarchically clustered according to their predicted FoV similarity and location. We pose the problem as a quality admission maximization problem under tight latency constraints, and adopt the Lyapunov framework to model the problem of dynamically admitting and scheduling proactive and real-time high definition (HD) video chunk requests corresponding to a tile in the FoV of a cluster user for a given video frame while maintaining the system stability. After decoupling the problem into three subproblems, a matching theory game is proposed to solve the scheduling subproblem by associating chunk requests from clusters of users to mmWave small cell base stations (SBSs) for multicast transmission. Simulation results demonstrate the streaming quality gain and latency reduction brought by using the proposed scheme. It is shown that the prediction of FoV significantly improves the VR streaming experience using proactive scheduling of the video tiles in the users' future FoV. Moreover, multicasting significantly reduces the VR frame delay in a multi-user setting by applying contentreuse in clusters of users with highly overlapping FoVs.
I. INTRODUCTION
V IRTUAL reality (VR) is expected to revolutionize how humans interact and perceive media by inducing artificial sensory stimulation to the brain and immerse them into an alternative world [1] . Yet, for true engagement to succeed, the end-to-end latency or motion-to-photon (MTP) delay needs to be kept below 15-20 milliseconds. Otherwise VR sickness -a phenomenon similar to motion sickness due to the exposure to low quality or delayed VR content-might ruin the experience.
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mounted displays (HMDs) and VR servers with high processing and storage capabilities. However, this constraint physically limits the movement of VR users and hence, degrades the quality-of-experience (QoE), thereby calling for further development of mobile/wireless solutions that, aware of the different multimodal perceptions involved, are able to provide both convenience and a high-quality VR [2] . Moreover, as access to social VR experiences surges, driven by locationbased VR and 360 • formats, the gap between available and mobile immersive VR required prohibitively high bandwidth is likely to keep on growing.
Mobile VR spearheads the newly coined highly reliable low latency broadband (HRLLBB) use cases that sit across eMBB and ultra reliable low latency communication (URLLC) service categories of the upcoming Fifth Generation (5G) networks [3] . The distinctive feature of HRLLBB with respect to URLLC [4] is its need to reliably provide massive data delivery to multiple users with low-latency. Clearly, disruptive content provisioning paradigms are needed in future networks to unleash the plethora of new business opportunities for leisure/entertainment industry that mobile interconnected VR will bring.
In this manuscript we propose to factor machine learning (ML) and multicasting into the optimization problem of wirelessly streaming FoV-based high definition (HD) 360 • videos with HRLLBB guarantees.
A. Related Work
Focusing on the VR 360 • formats and on reducing the bandwidth consumption, video coding solutions that adapt the streaming to users' attention by tracking their visual region of interest or field of view (FoV) are abundant in the literature. Their common goal is to stream in HD 1 only the portion of the 360 • frame that the users are viewing and, optionally, in lower quality the rest. Foveated, tile-based and projection/viewportbased FoV-streaming are the most commonly adopted approaches. Foveated solutions as per [5] , [6] require advance eye-gaze tracking in the HMDs and real-time frame rendering in the servers. Whereas the main drawback of projectionstreaming [7] lies in its large server storage needs given that for each frame multiple viewpoints are kept. In the adopted tile-based streaming approach, as per [8] - [11] , the video frame is divided in a grid of regular tiles which will each be encoded in both HD and at a lower resolution. Then, based on head tracking information, only the tiles within a user's FoV region will be streamed in HD.
Streaming to a network of VR users based on their FoV requires real-time tracking of their 3 degrees-of-freedom (3DoF) pose expressed by yaw, pitch and roll angles as represented in Fig. 1 . Edge controllers/servers need to first acquire pose data, process it to compute the set of tiles within the FoV and lastly schedule their transmission. Then, on-HMD processing will be performed to compose and display the corresponding video frame. The end-to-end delay of this process in nonnegligible. Thus, as the number of users in the network increases, operating this cycle within the MTP delay budget for each frame for every user becomes challenging; even more so if the server/edge controllers and users are not wired.
The need to anticipate users' pose opens the door for harnessing ML to provide intelligence to wireless systems [12] . Moreover, the availability of real pose traces from VR users equips an invaluable input to predict the future FoVs and to optimize VR content streaming. Indeed, the feasibility of VR users' short term pose prediction for 360 • VR videos was established in [9] , [13] . Yet, most of these and other posterior works, use the FoV prediction to provide bandwidthaware adaptive rate schemes with a focus on Internet VR video streaming.
HMDs have limited computing power and storage capacity, so prediction needs to be offloaded to the network edge. The emerging role of edge computing and caching for wireless VR and its relation with communication has been largely covered in the recent literature [3] , [14] - [18] . The work in [3] outlined the challenges and the technology enablers to realize a reliable and low-latency immersive mobile VR experience. Whereas [14] - [18] , explore different optimization objectives while investigating some fundamental trade-offs between edge computing, caching, and communication for specific VR scenarios.
Moreover, most works considering VR multi-user scenarios focus either on direct [19] or device-to-device (D2D)-aided [20] content broadcasting, disregarding any correlation between VR users or contents. Among the few works that leverage content-correlation through ML, such as [21] , none capitalizes prediction related information to perform a tiledFoV multicast transmission to simultaneously and proactively deliver contents to multiple users. Furthermore, to the best of the authors' knowledge, imposing high-reliability and lowlatency constraints on such wireless VR service problem has not been studied so far.
Therefore, in this manuscript we propose to incorporate ML and multicasting into the optimization problem of wirelessly streaming FoV-based HD 360 • videos with HRLLBB guarantees. The use of ML to predict users' FoV in advance and leverage inter-user correlations is pivotal to the system. Then, building upon the aforementioned correlations, multicast transmissions aimed for clusters of users with partially or fully overlapping FoVs will be proactively scheduled such that strict latency bounds are kept. Moreover, the adoption of millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency band communications -where at each time slot a given small cell base station (SBS) will steer multiple spatially orthogonal beams towards a cluster of users-to transmit contents is key to benefiting from high transmission rates that contribute to a reduced on-the-air delay.
B. Paper Contributions
For clarity, we summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
• We leverage a deep recurrent neural network (DRNN) framework based on gated recurrent units (GRUs) and trained with a dataset of real 360 • VR poses to predict the future FoV of VR users for a given time horizon.
• We propose to leverage the prediction FoV based content and user location related spatial correlations between users to group these users into clusters. • We then model the proactive multicast wireless scheduling of FoV contents for a network of HD 360 • VR users as a users' HD frame request admission maximization problem.
• Borrowing tools from dynamic stochastic optimization, we recast the problem such that the traffic load is stable and maximum latency bounds are met and subsequently an efficient algorithm implementation to solve it based on a low complexity matching algorithm is proposed.
• Extensive simulation results show that the proposed approach outperforms considered reference baselines by delivering more HD quality frames, while ensuring tight transmission delay bounds. The remaining of this manuscript is organized as follows: In Section II the system model and the underlying assumptions are described. The optimization problem of wireless VR video content delivery is formulated in Section III. Section IV presents our proposed matching theory algorithm to schedule wireless multicast/unicast transmission resources for VR video chunks under latency and QoE constraints. A detailed description of the FoV prediction and adopted user clustering schemes is provided in Section V. Simulation results and performance evaluation are presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
Notations: Throughout the paper, lowercase letters, boldface lowercase letters, (boldface) uppercase letters and italic boldface uppercase letters represent scalars, vectors, matrices, and sets, respectively. E[·] denotes the expectation operator and 
FoV tiles of user u and cluster C k for frame index f SINR bu SINR for user u being served by SBS b
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3DoF pose vectors of a training user utr and of a user û Iu ,Ĩ Pr(·) the probability operator. Function of z and utility of z are correspondingly expressed as ⨏ (z) and by U(z). I {z } is the indicator function for logic z such that I {z } = 1 when z is true, and 0, otherwise. The cardinality of a set S is given by S = |S|. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we introduce the system model which encompasses the considered deployment scenario, as well as the adopted wireless channel and communication models. For ease of reading, a non-comprehensive list of the notations used throughout the rest of the manuscript is provided in Table I .
A. Deployment Scenario
We consider a VR theater with seats arranged in s r rows and s c columns, and where a network of VR users U, all wearing mmWave HMDs, are located. In this scenario, each user chooses to watch an HD 360 • VR video v ∈ V, with V denoting the set of available VR videos in the catalog. Due to their large size and to limited storage capacity in the HMDs, videos are cached in the edge network and are delivered to users through B = |B| SBSs distributed around the theater. The SBSs operate in the mmWave band and are endowed with multi-beam beamforming capabilities to boost physical layer multicast transmission [22] of shared video content to users grouped into clusters. The aforementioned setting is graphically represented in Fig. 2 . In the network edge, without loss of generality, we assume that all videos in the catalog are encoded at the same frame rate 1/T f -with T f the time between frames-and have the same length i.e., consist of a set of frames F = { f } F f =1 ⊂ N. Moreover, the frames from the spherical videos are unwrapped into a 2D EQR or lat-long projection 2 with pixel dimensions P H × P V and divided into N = {1, . . . , N } partitions or tiles arranged in an N H × N V regular grid, so that N = N H N V and each tile is sized P H /N H ×P V /N V pixels. Therefore, when watching any given video v ∈ V, the FoV of user u ∈ U during frame f ∈ F can be expressed as a tile subset N f u ⊆ N . The network operates in slotted time with decision slots indexed by t = {1, 2, · · · } and slot duration T t . Hence, the following relation between slotted time index t and frame index f is satisfied f t T t so that f = {1, 2, · · · } ∈ N. With this division in mind, we will hereafter denote as a chunk the part of the video that corresponds to one frame in time and one tile in EQR space.
B. FoV and Spatial Inter-user Correlation
To leverage FoV and spatial correlations between users in the VR theater deployment from Section II-A, and as outlined in Fig. 3 , we assume that users report in the uplink (UL) their video index v and full 6 degrees-of-freedom (6DoF) pose p f 6u -which includes head orientation angles and x, y and z-axis coordinates-every T f ms. The information is then forwarded Users in non-active clusters. from the SBSs to the edge controller where FoV prediction, user-clustering and scheduling decisions take place. New real-time/proactive chunk scheduling decisions will be taken every T t such that for all users chunks are scheduled for downlink (DL) transmission by the SBSs, and delivered before the frame deadline d f expires. In this regard, the chunks that correspond to the real-time, i.e. f = f r , and to predicted future FoVs will be given by N be defined in the edge controller -with M denoting the model's learning algorithm and θ its parameter set-associated to each VR video v ∈ V and time horizon 3 T H for which the model is constructed as
(
Once the model's offline training, as detailed in Section V-C, has been completed and its parameters are known, given a sequence of T P length of past 3DoF poses 4 collected in x f u , the model will produce the vector of labels y
for frame index f p = f +T H as per (1) . The corresponding set of tiles in the predicted FoV is a mapping such that { N
Subsequently, the predicted FoVs and reported poses will be fed into a user-clustering module whereby users watching the same VR video v will be grouped together based on their FoV and spatial correlation. The inputs for the scheduler will therefore be: ∀u ∈ U the real-time FoV tile-sets N f r u for the current index frame f = f r as well as the predicted K userclusters {C
. Since spherical videos are not locally cached, there is a huge imbalance in the amount of information being sent in the UL vs. DL. Therefore, for the purpose of this manuscript 3 Without loss of generality, that the time horizon for the prediction T H is measured as an integer multiple of the frames. 4 A sequence of T P 3DoF poses corresponds to p f 3u recorded head angles for video frame indexes f ∈ { f r − T P + 1, . . . , f r }.
we will only focus on the effect of the DL HD 360 • video transmission from edge SBSs to VR users, and assume that enough UL resources are available to users for timely pose update and channel state information (CSI) report.
Also, in the remaining of the manuscript and for a given time horizon T H , following the UL report of users' pose, the availability of the real-time and predicted FoVs as well as of user-clustering partitioning results is assumed. The detailed description of the proposed FoV prediction and user-clustering schemes with their algorithmic implementation details to produce such inputs are provided in Section V.
Next, the wireless channel model and the communication model between the SBSs and the VR users are presented.
C. Wireless Channel and Communication Model
At mmWave frequencies, due to the quasi-optical nature of electromagnetic wave propagation, signals are highly directional. For that reason channels are composed of a singlepath propagation component for the dominant path and a set of multi-path components. For tractability and without loss of generality, in this paper we will neglect the multipath components and consider only the dominant path for the purpose of VR wireless streaming.
In this single-path, we adopt the 3GPP recently contributed channel model [23] which is valid for frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 100 GHz and bandwidths of up to 10% of the center frequency not exceeding 2 GHz. Among the different scenarios therein, typical indoor deployment cases, including office environments and shopping malls, are showcased. Selecting the indoor open office scenario, with user devices and SBSs located at 1 m and 3 m height respectively, a distance dependent line-of-sight (LOS) probability is defined as
OUT:
IN: ∀u ∈ U Sequence of last Tp 3DoF poses: Operates on slotted time t scale (T t slot duration)
Operates on video frame index f scale (f = where d 2D bu stands for the distance in meters between the SBS and the user in the azimuth plane. Subsequently, results from Pr(LOS) are exploited to calculate the large-scale fading effects in the channel. Specifically, pathloss is given (in dB) as follows,
, f c in (3) and (4) representing the distance in meters between the SBS and the user in the elevation plane and the channel's central frequency normalized with 1 GHz, respectively. A log-normally distributed shadowing fading loss S , with standard deviation for the LOS and non-line-ofsight (NLOS) cases of ς S LOS = 3 dB and ς S NLOS = 8.03 dB respectively, supplements the large-scale fading calculations.
In addition to the pathloss and shadowing, the channel intermittency due to sporadic human blockage B (t) is also accounted for. To that end, based on the spatial location of users within the VR theater, a count of the prospective human blockers that might obstruct the direct ray in the azimuth plane between a given user and each of the available SBSs is performed. Thereupon, the count-weighted probabilistic arrival of blockage-events is evaluated every T block /T t 1. The arrival of a human blockage will bring an additional 30 dB penalty upon the channel gain. The reason to operate on larger time scale lies on correlation between blockage events due to the relative slowness of human head and body limb movement with respect to other channel fading effects. Finally, the channel gain h bu (t) from SBS b ∈ B to user u ∈ U in dB is given as
D. Wireless Communication Model
To benefit from multi-beam transmission, we assume that SBSs are equipped with a limited number of radio frequency (RF) chains, whereas users' HMDs will have a single RF chain, limiting their beamforming and combining capability. These assumptions are grounded on current high costs and power consumption of analog-to-digital converters for mmWave frequencies.
For tractability, the 2D sectored antenna model from [24] that is widely used in the literature, e.g. [25] , is adopted in the SBSs and in the HMDs. In this model the antenna gains are considered constant for all angles within the mainlobe, and equal to a smaller constant in the sidelobes. Let g Tx bu (ϕ Tx , ϑ Tx bu (t)) and g Rx bu (ϕ Rx , ϑ Rx bu (t)) denote the transmission and reception antenna gains from SBS b to the HMD of VR user u while using beams of beamwidth ϕ, given by
with ∈ {Tx, Rx}, where ϑ bu (t) stands for the angular deviation from the boresight directions of SBS b and of VR user u, and g sl is the constant sidelobe gain with g sl ∈ [0, 1). High directionality of mmWave communication often implies a search process to find the best steering directions. In our system model, full knowledge of the seating area layout and of the fixed locations of the B SBSs is assumed. Moreover, as stated before, users in U will report their 6DoF pose information in the UL with T f periodicity. With these assumptions, even if both the SBSs and users are aware of each other's location and know a priori what their respective beams ideal boresight directions are, the above antenna model effectively captures subtle misalignment errors arriving from the limited availability of unique beampatterns common in codebookbased beam alignment approaches under analog beamforming. In other words, the angular deviation ϑ bu (t) in (7) reflects the inability of the analog beamformer to direct the mainbeam at any arbitrary location.
The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for user u served by SBS b is thus given by
where the numerator represents the power of the received signal at user u from SBS b under transmit power p b , and the denominator is the sum of the interference power and Gaussian noise power. In our system
is the interference that arrives from the transmission of other SBSs reaching user u through channel, transmit and receive antenna gains, and power level h b u (t), g Rx b u (t), g Tx b u (t) and p b , respectively. The noise power is given by the noise power spectral density N 0 in watts per hertz multiplied by the system bandwidth BW b .
Note that since multicast transmission is considered, the achievable rate of user u ∈ C f k depends on the composition of C k for each frame index f , with the assumptions behind this composition being the FoV and spatial correlation as detailed in Section V-D.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, building upon the multi-user VR scenario described in Section II, we formulate the network-wide optimization problem of scheduling the FoV contents of an HD 360 • video frame by a deadline d f such that VR sickness can be avoided. The problem formulation explicitly incorporates the proactive/real-time nature of content requests, as well as multicast/unicast transmission capabilities in the SBSs.
We pose the problem as the maximization of users' HD frame FoV request admission such that the traffic load is maintained (i.e., transmission queues are stable). In our scenario, for admission purposes, a user's requested chunks might correspond either to the cluster-level predicted FoV N
Predicted FoV related proactive requests allow to leverage cluster-level multicast transmissions of shared FoV chunks, whereas real-time FoV chunk scheduling requests, resulting from imperfect prediction accuracy in the DRNN module, need to be expedited to meet MTP latency related constraints and provide a smooth VR experience. Let r u (t) be the total traffic admission for user u expressed as
where L c f is the data size of chunk c f , and a u f (t) is a binary variable that indicates if the video frame f is admitted for offloading to user u. We notice here that the value of r u (t) in (9) is upper bounded by the maximum value r max such that
Extending the notation of the admission to consider the unicast and multicast transmission of real-time and proactive chunks respectively, the rate of delivering chunk c f to user u is given by
with µ bu (t) = BW b log 2 1+SINR bu (t) and x buc f (t) the binary scheduling variable for chunk c f to user u from base station b.
For the proactive multicast case with f r < f ≤ f p , the SBS will adapt its rate to match that of the worst user in the cluster C f k for whom c f ∈ N f u 5 . This way it guarantees that the chunk will be correctly decoded by all the interested users. Moreover, we notice here that the value of µ uc f (t) in (10) 
. Then q u (t), the traffic queue of a user u, evolves as:
We remark here that although only chunks for frame indexes f = { f r , f p } are admitted, the range of frame indexes corresponding to chunks co-existing in a user's queue at a given time may span to values f = [ f r , f r + 1, · · · , f p ]. A scheduling policy, that is aware of the VR specific latencyreliability constraints, will timely determine which chunks need be expedited from these priority-based queues.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the video streaming and FoV chunk scheduling start simultaneously, and denote the transmission delay of the video frame f = f r to user u as τ u f (t).
Let d t2MTP (t) represent the available time to schedule the frame before the MTP delay deadline is exceeded given by
where t a corresponds to the timestamp when the chunk was requested and τ MTP is the constant MTP latency. In this regard, the following HRLLBB constraint is imposed to ensure that the transmission delay of the current playing frame does not exceed the MTP delay with high probability:
where d 1 is a predefined delay reliability metric. We then recast the probability in (13) as the expectation over an indicator function, i.e., the constraint is rewritten as:
Collecting the HD frame admission and the binary scheduling variables as A(t) = {a u f : ∀u ∈ U, ∀ f ∈ { f p , f r }} and X(t) = {x buc f (t) : ∀b ∈ B, ∀u ∈ U, ∀c f ∈ N f u } respectively, our optimization problem is to find the scheduling and HD frame admission policies that maximize a utility function of the users' frame quality subject to the reliability and QoE constraints:
To find a tractable solution for the above stochastic optimization problem, we first define a set of auxiliary variables {γ u (t)}, ∀u ∈ U. Accordingly, the stochastic optimization problem in (15) can be transformed from a utility function of time-averaged variables into an equivalent optimization problem of time-averaged utility function of instantaneous variables:
EOP:
max
Next, by invoking the framework of Lyapunov optimization [26] , virtual queues are constructed to help satisfy the timeaverage inequality constraints. By ensuring that these queues are stable, the time average constraints, namely (15f) and (16a), are guaranteed to be met. Therefore, we define z u (t) and j u f (t) virtual queues that correspond to the constraints over the auxiliary variables and over the transmission delay, respectively. Accordingly, the virtual queues are updated as follows:
Notice that the virtual queue in (18) is built after having scaled-up the constraint in (14) by multiplying both sides of it with the actual queue size. Hereinafter, for readability reasons I {τ u c f (t)≥d t2MTP (t)} will be shortened to I {d t2MTP (t)} to denote τ uc f exceeding the MTP delay. Let χ(t) = {q u (t), z u (t), j u f (t) : u ∈ U, f ∈ F } be the vector of combined traffic and virtual queues with χ(t) = [χ u (t)] u ∈U . Then, to represent a scalar metric of the congestion, let the quadratic Lyapunov function be given by
and the one-timeslot Lyapunov drift function be
. Hence, we leverage the driftplus-penalty algorithm to find the control actions that greedily minimize a bound of the drift function minus a scaled utility function, i.e., ∆L t − V ∆ E{U({γ u (t)})}, where V ∆ is the parameter that controls the trade-off between minimizing the queue backlog and approaching the optimal solution. Lemma 1. At each time instant t, the following bound satisfies the drift-plus-penalty function ∆L t − V ∆ E{U({γ u (t)})} under any queue state and control strategy:
where ∆ 0 (t) is an upperbounded constant parameter at each time slot t in (20) , and α u (t) collects the terms related to the traffic queue and to the transmission delay virtual queue as
which are given as α q (t) = q u (t)(1
Proof: See Appendix A The solution to (16) can be found by greedily minimizing the right-hand side of (20) for each time instant. Instead, since the optimization variables are decoupled in (20) , we split the optimization problem into three disjoint subproblems that are solved concurrently based on the observation of the traffic and the virtual queues.
A. Auxiliary Variable Selection
The first subproblem is the minimization of the term #1 in (20) , which corresponds to a problem of selecting the auxiliary variables. The problem can be decoupled per user as follows:
By selecting a linear utility function, i.e., U(γ u (t)) = γ u (t), the optimal value of the auxiliary variable is found to be:
B. HD Streaming Admission
Next, the HD chunk admission problem is optimized by solving the subproblem given by the term #2 of (20) . The optimization subproblem is formulated as:
The above admission rate maximization problem is convex and its optimal solution is:
In other words, the optimal HD chunk admission control is to either admit or discard the whole frame, depending on the physical and virtual queue state.
C. User-SBS Chunk Scheduling
The third subproblem aims at scheduling user requests of HD video chunks to base stations. The optimization subproblem is formulated by maximizing the term #3 in (20) as follows:
We emphasize that OSP3 is a combinatorial problem where video chunks for users need to be scheduled by SBSs using a mmWave multicast transmission. Subsequently, a matching algorithm is designed to associate chunk scheduling requests arising either from clusters of users or from individual users to the set of SBSs operating in mmWave band in the theater.
IV. A MATCHING THEORY APPROACH TO HD CHUNK

SCHEDULING
The use of Matching Theory [27] -a mathematical framework from labor economics that attempts to describe the formation of mutually beneficial relationships over time-, has recently garnered a considerable interest in the context of resource allocation for wireless networks [28] with applications as varied as V2V communications [29] , [30] , FD-NOMA/OMA [31] or Fog computing [32] . However, for the sake of completeness we will first provide several definitions to properly address the fundamentals of this framework adapted to the problem at hand. Then, we will formulate the utility functions that lie at its core for both sets of agents.
A. Matching Theory Preliminaries
Definition 1. A matching game is defined by two sets of players (C,B) and two preference profiles denoted by B and C , allowing each player b ∈ B, C k ∈ C to accordingly rank the players in the opposite set.
Definition 2. The output of a matching game is a matching function Υ(t) = {Υ b, C k (t)} that bilaterally assigns players
fulfilled, with q B , q C the quota of the players which, for a one-to-one matching game satisfy q B = q C = 1.
Definition 3.
A preference is a complete, reflexive and transitive binary relation between the players in B and C.
Therefore, for any SBS b ∈ B a preference relation b is defined over the set of clusters C such that for any two clusters (C k , C k ) ∈ C × C with C k C k , and two matchings Υ(t), Υ (t) so that Υ b (t) = C k and Υ b (t) = C k :
Similarly, for any cluster of users C k ∈ C a preference relation C k is defined over the set of SBS B such that for any two SBSs (b, b ) ∈ B × B with b b , and two matchings Υ(t), Υ (t) we have that Υ C k (t) = b and Υ C k (t) = b :
where U b, C k B (t) and U C k ,b C (t) denote the utility of cluster C k for SBS b and the utility of SBS b for cluster C k , correspondingly.
B. Matching Utility Formulation
The HD chunk scheduling subproblem in (26) is formulated as a matching game between the SBSs and the clusters of users. As such, both sides seek to greedily maximize the overall VR experience by efficiently allocating the mmWave transmission resources while VR QoE related constraints are met. Hence, each timeslot with updated information on channel and queue state, new scheduling requests for video chunk transmission will be prioritized in each cluster and in each SBS, and new sets of matching pairs will be found using the proposed approach. With the above principles in mind, we formulate the utilities for both sets.
The utility of serving a given cluster of users with at least one pending chunk request from the SBSs point of view will essentially reflect two aspects: the priority and relevance of the chunk c f at hand. The priority of the whole frame to which the requested chunk belongs to is controlled by the dynamics of q u (t) and j u f (t) as per (11) and (18) through d t2MTP (t) as given by (12) . The relevance of the chunk within the cluster FoV is related to its popularity i.e., how many of the cluster members have requested this chunk. Intuitively, the cluster-level multicast approach decreases the wireless network load by transmitting each chunk falling into the cluster-level FoV only once. Moreover, transmitting first the most relevant chunks also contributes to increasing the overall system welfare. Therefore, SBSs will build their preference profile using the following utility function:
Notice that in (29) by definition, I {d t2MTP (t)} can only be nonzero for the currently playing frame index. Similarly, the utility of a SBS from the clusters' perspective will depend on the goodness of the transmission opportunity through the offered rate in (10) . In other words, we define the utility as
C. Stability of the Matching
Next, the notion of stability is introduced and an interference estimation method is proposed to guarantee that the HD chunk scheduling game converges to a stable matching. Gale-Shapley's deferred acceptance (DA) algorithm [33] provides a polynomial time solution that is guaranteed to be two-sided stable for one-to-one canonical matchings i.e., those matching games where the preference profiles of the players are not affected by any other player's decisions. The influence of a given player's matching over another's is referred as externality. As the game evolves, the existence of externalities triggers dynamic updates in the values of the perceived utilities and, consequently, ensuring the stability of the matching is challenging.
The above matching game cannot be directly solved using DA; the utilities in (29)- (30) are function of the instantaneous service rate which, in turn depends on the interference -a wellknown source of externalities-through the SINR. Moreover, in the context of directional communications, the arrival direction of the interference caused by other SBSs 6 greatly impacts the service rate. Hence, evaluating the instantaneous interference and casting preferences accordingly implies full knowledge of the system-wide current matching state by all the players, which is impractical in terms of signaling overhead.
Alternatively, to be able to apply a distributed and computationally efficient algorithm, we replace the instantaneous values of the service rate in the utilities with estimated ones. Specifically, an interference learning mechanism based on a moving average procedure will be carried out. Under this procedure, users keep record of the interference experienced at each time instant.
Let the measured inter-SBS interference at user u in the previous time instant t−1 be I u (t−1), andÎ u (t) the estimated inter-SBS interference at time instant t. Adopting an interference estimation procedure with learning parameter ν 1 and moving average inferenceĨ ν 2 u (t − 1) with a window of ν 2 samples, the estimated interference is given bŷ
(t) be the new expressions for the utilities which exploit the estimated service ratê µ bu (t)=BW b log 2 6 We remark here that by matching each SBS to a single cluster with orthogonal non-overlapping beams for the multicast transmission, only the impairment due to inter-SBS interference needs to be considered.
Algorithm 1: HD chunk scheduling between SBSs and User-clusters
Phase I -Interference learning and candidate chunk selection
• Each u ∈ U, updatesÎ u (t) as per (31) and reports channel in the UL.
• In the edge controller, queues in {χ(t)} u∈U are updated by solving (22) , (24) .
• For each C k ∈ C a cluster-level chunk request pool is created and each request therein is assigned an urgency tag α
per (21) .Then, the request pool is sorted in descending order of α c f C k .
Phase II -Matching game construction
over the SBSs in B as per (32) .
• Each SBS b∈ B, updatesÛ
as per (33) 
Remove b and C k from S B and S C respectively; else
Under this new utility formulation there are no longer externalities in the system. Therefore, the HD chunk scheduling matching game can be solved using DA, which is guaranteed to converge to a stable matching Υ(t). The process described above as well as the details of the matching rounds are described in Algorithm 1.
V. DRNN FOV PREDICTION AND FOV+LOCATION AWARE USER CLUSTERING
In this section, the DRNN that predicts VR users' FoVs for upcoming video frames and the clustering scheme that leverages FoV and spatial inter-user correlations are described. We first motivate the election of the adopted sequential learning model and briefly summarize its operation dynamics. Following that, the DRNN architecture implementation details are provided and the training process is explained. Finally, the distance metric driving the user-clustering partitioning and its algorithmic implementation are specified.
A. Sequential Deep Learning Model Operation
Predicting a VR user's tiled-FoV is an instance of movement prediction where an input sequence of a user's past and current pose vectors is mapped to a multi-label output. In the output, each label represents one tile in the video frame and its value provides an estimate over the likelihood of the tile belonging to the user's future FoV.
To build our sequential learning model we adopt the gated recurrent unit (GRU) [34] architecture, a variant of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) that uses two simple gating mechanisms whereby long-term dependencies are effectively tackled and the memory/state from previous activations is preserved. Hence, compared to other models such as long short-term memory (LSTM) units [35] , GRUs are faster to train and have proven to perform better for small datasets [36] , the case of the dataset considered in Section VI-A and of many other recent works such as [37] .
Specifically, for every operation time step -which is measured in terms of video frames and therefore indexed with f ∈ F -the GRU units update the value of their hidden state h f as a non-linear function of an input sequence x f u and of the previous hidden state h f −1 . The non-linear function is parameterized by θ following a recurrence relation
θ that is visually sketched in Fig.4 and formally described by the following model equations:
where weight matrices W Γ , Z Γ , W r , Z r , W , Z and bias terms b Γ , b r , b h represent the model parameters comprised in θ that, with those of the fully connected neural layer in Fig.  5 , are learned during the DRNN offline training process. The value of the update gate vector Γ f , as per (34), governs through the linear interpolation in (36) the amount of the previous hidden state h f −1 and of the new hidden state candidateh f = tanh W x f u +Z r f h f −1 +b h contributing to the next hidden state activation h f . Likewise, the reset gate vector r f , as per (35) , controls the degree of the contribution of the previous hidden state h f −1 preserved for the new hidden state candidateh f . When the contribution from the previous state is deemed irrelevant, the next hidden stateh f is reset and will depend only on the input sequence.
B. DRNN architecture
The building blocks of our proposed deep recurrent learning model M v,T H θ based on GRU layers and implemented using Keras [38] , a high-level neural networks API running on top of a Tensorflow backend, are represented in Fig. 5 .
Input representation: Every T f , an input sequence of size T P corresponding to 3DoF pose vectors x
is fed to the first GRU layer.
Sequence processing: The input is then processed following model equations (34)- (36) in Section V-A by a T P timestep GRU cell with a hidden state size equal to 512. Following 
f Figure 4 . Detailed graphical representation of GRU unfolding and of the h (1) f computation in the unfolded GRU cell. The notation (·) (1) indicates that the GRU at hand belongs to the first layer, which is highlighted in blue in the DRNN architecture from Fig. 5 .
GRU layer 1 Cutoff
ReLU layer a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation that performs a [z] + operation, the output of the first GRU layer goes through a second GRU layer with the same characteristics. The output state from this second layer h
f is then fed to a serial to parallel (S/P) layer before going across a dense neural layer that connects with the N output neurons.
Output representation: Given the multi-label nature of our learning model, a sigmoid activation layer is used to map the N sized dense output into N probability values or logits
that are Bernoulli distributed, i.e., the probability of each label is treated as independent from other labels' probabilities. The output of the sigmoid is then binarized with a cutoff layer such that
where W d , b d are the weights and biases of the dense fullyconnected layer and γ th is the threshold value for the cutoff layer, which is chosen to balance accuracy and recall. After the binarization, the predicted FoV for a user u and frame index
C. DRNN Training
The aim of the training in the supervised deep recurrent learning model M v,T H θ is to iteratively find the θ parameters that minimize a binary cross-entropy loss function L(θ) for all training instances. This loss function, for model parameters θ, labels y
and logits {Pr(n)} N n=1 captured from the output of the sigmoid layer in Fig. 5 , is expressed as
(38) During the model offline training, Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT) algorithm [39] and Adam algorithm [40] are used to optimize the gradients. Adam is set with learning rate α = 0.01, parameters β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and no decay. The gradient backpropagation is performed over data batches of size 512 and during 20 training epochs.
Next, the information related to users' physical location and to their predicted FoVs is leveraged to develop a user clustering scheme.
D. Proposed FoV and Location Aware User Clustering
Once the predictions of the entire set of users U for a frame index f p are ready, users viewing the same video v are grouped into clusters based on their spatial and content correlations.
Mathematically, let C f p k denote the k-th cluster in which the set of users U is partitioned for frame index
Here, the cluster partitioning can be obtained by computing the |U| × |U| distance matrix
uu /d 2D min elements result from quantifying the FoV-related distance or dis-similarity between any pair of users {u, u } ∈ U which is given byd min , which denotes the minimum value for such relative distance as per the theater dimensions and seat arrangements.
To implement the clustering scheme that builds on the above distance metric a hierarchical agglomerative clustering with average linkage has been considered. This clustering scheme allows operating over the constructed dendrogram to increase/decrease the number of resulting clusters and thereby investigating the trade-offs in terms of communication resource utilization versus achieved performance when many/few clusters, as per K, are used.
Once the clusters {C
have been estimated using the specific clustering strategy, the cluster-level FoV is built and ready to be leveraged in the proposed multicast/unicast scheduling strategy as N
VI. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we numerically validate the effectiveness of the proposed solution. For that purpose, we start by describing the dataset with real head-tracking information for 360 • videos and the DRNN FoV prediction accuracy results which will impact the performance evaluation of the mmWave multicast transmission. Following that, the deployment scenario and the considered baseline schemes are described 7 . Finally, the performance evaluation of the proposed approach is evaluated and some insightful results are discussed. To validate our proposed approach, the information fed into the DRNN for training and simulation corresponds to 3DoF traces from the dataset in [41] Results in Table II represent the accuracy of the prediction models for different values of T H in terms of the Jaccard similarity index, which is defined for each user u viewing a frame f of a video v as the intersection over the union between the predicted and the actual FoV tile sets Table II , this index has been first averaged over the frames of the video at hand, and then over all the test users, i.e., J
The results in the table confirm the anticipated decrease of the accuracy as the prediction horizon moves further away from the last reported pose. Similarly, results in Table III show that increasing the depth of the DRNN by adding more GRU layers is counter-productive; it overfits the training data and unnecessarily increases the complexity of the model. 
B. Deployment Details and Reference Baselines
We consider two VR theater settings, a small and a medium size capacity theaters with dimensions {s r , s c } = {5, 10} and {s r , s c } = {10, 15} seats, respectively. In both configurations the seats are separated from each other by 2 m, and there is a 4 m distance from the seat area to the walls of the enclosure. As detailed in Section II, SBSs are located at ceiling level in the upper 4 corners of the theater. A total of 7 different scenarios are studied for simulation: scenarios sT-$v correspond to the small theater with 10 users per video with $ = V = {1, 3, 5} videos being played; scenarios bT-$v correspond to the big theater with 15 users per video with $ = V = {1, 3, 5, 10} videos being played. The set of default parameter values for simulations is provided in Table IV. For benchmarking purposes, the following baseline and proposed schemes are considered:
• UREAC: Chunk requests are scheduled in real-time for mmWave unicast transmission.
• MREAC: Chunk requests are scheduled in real-time and multi-beam mmWave multicast transmission is used.
• MPROAC: Chunk requests are proactively scheduled and multi-beam mmWave multicast transmission is used.
• MPROAC+: Corresponds to the proposed approach which considers MPROAC and the HRLLBB constraint in the scheduler.
C. Discussion 1) Impact of the FoV Prediction Horizon: We first consider the impact of the DRNN prediction horizon T H on the performance of the proposed approaches MPROAC+ and MPROAC, and compare it with the reactive baselines UREAC and MREAC, whose performance is not affected. The performance of each scheme is evaluated through its average delay -calculated as the delay until the last tile in the FoV of the requesting user has been delivered-, the 99th percentile delay (delay 99 pctl), and the HD successful delivery rate metrics. We also investigate the Jaccard similarity index between the successfully delivered chunks and the actual FoV of each frame, since it reflects the tradeoff between the missed and the extra chunks delivered due to multicast and proactive delivery of the estimated FoV. Intuitively, in our scheme a longer T H allows the scheduler to schedule future frames earlier, but increases the overall amount of data to be transmitted due to having lower prediction accuracy, as shown in Table II . In Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the scheduler can maintain high HD quality streaming even with long prediction horizons. The frame delay is shown to first decrease, due to having more time to schedule chunks in advance, then to increase again, due to having to schedule a higher number of chunks in real-time that were missed by the predictor. Transmitting more real time leads to lower utilization of the user's predicted FoV, which decreases the Jaccard index.
2) Impact of the Requested Video Quality: Next, we investigate the impact of the requested HD video quality on the performance of the proposed scheme. To that end, looking into both the sT-3v and bT-3v scenarios, we evaluate the impact of the quality through the HD chunk size of the frame shown to the user. The performance metrics of each scheme are depicted in Fig. 7 (a)-(d) and Fig. 7 (e)-(h) for the small and big theater scenarios, respectively. The figures clearly show the tradeoff between frame delay and HD streaming rate. As the chunk size increases, the average and 99th percentile delays increase for the different schemes. Moreover, comparing UREAC with the other schemes, it is shown that multicasting brings 40 − 50% increase in the HD rate and 33 − 70% latency reduction through the utilization of common FoVs of different users. At high chunk sizes, the higher network load clearly increases the service delay. By delivering the predicted frames in advance, both the MPROAC+ and MPROAC minimize the average delay without sacrificing the HD quality rate. The proposed MPROAC+ scheme is shown to also keep the worst delay values bounded due to imposing the HRLLB constraint, as compared to the MPROAC. Further comparing UREAC and MREAC, it is shown that multicasting significantly reduces the delay due to the utilization of common FoVs of different users.
The tradeoff between frame delay and quality is further illustrated as we show the performance of the MPROAC+ and MPROAC schemes at different values of the Lyapunov parameter V ∆ . The results in Fig. 7 show that as the V ∆ increases, the scheduling algorithm prioritizes maximizing users' HD delivery rate, whereas at lower values of V ∆ , the scheduler prioritizes stabilizing the traffic and virtual queues i.e., keeping the delay bounded with high probability. This comes at the expense of having lower HD delivery rate. The MPROAC+ approach also achieves 17-37% reduction in the 99th percentile latency as compared to MPROAC and MREAC schemes, respectively.
Furthermore, the Jaccard similarity in Fig. 7(d) and Fig. 7 (h) illustrates the tradeoffs of utility and latency versus transmission utilization. At low traffic loads, high quality rate and low latency result in lower Jaccard index, which is due to the large amount of extra data sent due to sending an estimated FoV. As the traffic load increases, the proactive schemes transmits more real-time frames, which increase the Jaccard index. The Jaccard index decreases again at higher traffic loads as the effect of missed frames increases (the average delay approaches the deadline as can be seen in Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7 (e)) 3) Impact of Number of Clusters: Subsequently, we investigate the impact of the number of clusters per video on the performance of the multicast schemes, as compared to the UREAC scheme which operates in unicast. Fig. 8 shows that lower number of clusters allow for more utilization of the common FoV of users, which results in lower delay and higher HD quality rate. By making the cluster size smaller, higher number of clusters per video, however, higher Jaccard similarity indexes are scored, due to sending less unnecessary chunks to users, as shown in Fig. 8(d) . 4) Impact of the Network Size: Finally, the impact of the network size is investigated. To do so, both the small and the big theater configurations are considered under an increasing amount of users and videos. In Fig. 9 , it is shown that the proposed scheme achieves close to 100% HD streaming rate in scenarios 1, 2, 4, and 5 while maintaining lower frame delay. Moreover, in the congested scenarios with high number of users and videos, i.e., scenarios 3, 6, and 7, the results show that multicasting provides substantial performance improvement through the gains of MREAC over UREAC. This demonstrates the capability of multicasting in minimizing the latency of VR streaming to multi-user scenarios. Although the large amount of requested data in these congested scenarios limits the available resources to schedule the predicted frames in advance, the results in Fig. 9 show that the proposed scheme MPROAC+ can achieve higher HD delivery rate and lower delay compared to the baselines.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have formulated the problem of maximizing users' VR streaming QoE as a network-wide HD frame admission maximization problem subject to low latency constraints with very high reliability. We have proposed a Lyapunov-framework based approach which transforms the stochastic optimization problem into a series of successive instantaneous static optimization subproblems. Subsequently, for each time instant, a matching theory algorithm is applied to allocate SBS to user clusters and leverage a mmWave multicast transmission of the HD chunks. Using simulations, we have shown that the proposed DRNN can predict the VR users' future FoV with high accuracy and leverage this prediction to cluster users and accordingly proactively schedule the multicast transmission of their future video chunks. Furthermore, the proposed method shows considerable gains compared to different baseline schemes, while notably outperforming the unicast transmission baseline. APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1 By leveraging the inequality (max[x, o]) 2 ≤ x 2 for x ≥ 0, after squaring the physical and virtual queues in (11) , (17) and (18) the upper bounds for each of the above terms are derived as follows:
